
CONSTRUCTION

The cables are designed to be installed in air (indoors and/or outdoors), or may be buried 
directly in free draining soil or in ducts.

Conductors: Cu circular or circular compacted stranded conductor class 2 
(RM) acc. to EN 60228

Insulation: PVC type TI1 acc. to BS 7655-3.1, colour brown

Neutral and earth conductor: neutral and earth conductor are wrapped helically over core 
cable and separated from each other by fillers

Outer sheath: PVC type TM1 acc. to  BS 7655-4.1 ; colour black

APPLICATIONS

CHARACTERISTICS

SPLIT CONCENTRIC
Cu/PVC/PVC 600/1000V
BS 7870-3.20 —————————————————————————

PVC insulated split concentric cables with copper conductors and PVC sheath.

Maximum conductor operating temperature: +70°C

Lowest ambient temperature for fixed installation: -30°C

Lowest installation temperature: -5°C

Maximum short-circuit conductor temperature: +160°C

Minimum bending radius: 15 x D,   D – overall diameter

Max. permissible tensile stress with cable grip for Cu-conductor: 50 N/mm2

Flame retardant: EN 60332-1-2

Fire performance
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4 0,8 4,8 1,4 10,4 202 4,61/ 4,8/ 4,8 51/39

6* 1,0 6,3 1,4 10,8 269 3,08/ 3,3/ 3,2 63/49

10* 1,0 6,8 1,4 12,2 456 1,83/ 1,9/ 1,9 84/67

16 1,0 8,6 1,4 15,9 599 1,15/ 1,2/ 1,2 108/89

25 1,2 10,3 1,5 18,0 840 0,727/0,76/1,2 139/119

35* 1,2 10,4 1,5 18,3 941 0,524/0,76/1,2 166/146

*based on BS 7870-3.20
   ** Current ratings*

Operating temperature at conductor 70°C; ambient air temperature 30°C, 
ground temperature 20°C

The values are referred to the following basic conditions:
Laying in ground Laying in air

Ground temperature at 
installation depth:

20°C Ambient temperature: 30°C

Load factor: 0,7 Load factor: 1,0

Soil-thermal resistivity 
of moist area:

1,0 K - m/W Arrangement: free in air, protection against direct 
solar radiation, no external heat sources, unrestricted 
dissipation  
of heat.

Soil-thermal resistivity 
of dry area:

2,5 K - m/W

Laying depth: 0,7 m

Correction factors for various ambient air temperatures
Ambient temperature,°C 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50

Rating factor 1,22 1,17 1,12 1,06 1,00 0,94 0,87 0,79 0,71

All the information in this document – including tables and diagrams – is given in good faith and believed to be 
correct at the time od publication. The information does not constitute a warranty nor representation for which 
TELE-FONIKA Kable assumes legal responsibility. TELE-FONIKA Kable reserves rights to introduce changes to the 
document at any time

Standard length cable packing 500 and 1000m on drums.  
Other forms of packing and delivery are available on request


